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This article proposes to explore the Belgian occupation experience
in the German East Africa region alongside the evolution of international legal norms. It will use this speci c experience, together with
the related Belgian-British interaction, to highlight the way factors
such as competing interests and war aims, ideological perceptions,
and political and military balance of power in uenced the development of legal notions and principles. While the objective here
is not, and cannot be, an examination of the global contribution of
the First World War to the colonization-decolonization dynamics,
the discussion below is however placed within such a framework
and is therefore linked to the fate of the Belgian Congo as well.

When, in August 1914, Belgium suggested declaring neutrality for all colonial territories situated
within the conventional basin of the Congo, it met
with French and British opposition along with
armed attacks by German troops on its Colony s
Eastern border. The armed force of the Belgian
Congo, the Force Publique , then started a series of
armed cross-border activities. With the declared
objective of protecting the Belgian Congo 2 ,
it entered onto German and allied colonial territory : in Cam eroon and German East Africa on
one hand, and in Rhodesia and French Equatorial
Africa on the other. In order to meet these challenges, the Force Publique needed to be transformed from what was mainly a set of locally
organized entities exercising police functions into
a more centrally organized, better disciplined,
well-equipped force capable of projecting itself at
a regional level. Active on several fronts, Belgian
colonial troops, however, only participated in
the adm inistration of territories located in German
East Africa.

While previous studies have often focused on
military events characterizing the British-Belgian
campaign in German East Africa 3 , we will relegate
feats of arms to the background and look instead
at issues related to the military administration of
occupied territories, the principles it rested upon,

the way it came to an end and its relationship to
developing trends at international level, particularly in the eld of international law. Hence, this
study will only refer to elements of geopolitics to
the extent that they relate, directly or indirectly,
to such legal developments 4 . In the same vein,
it will also leave aside interesting but unrelated
considerations linked, for instance, with choices
made regarding the administration of territories
under the mandate system 5 , or with the relationship between foreign politics and internal factors of a political, economic or social nature 6 .
This study draws primarily on material available in
the diplom atic and African archives of the Belgian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which contain most
notably the written exchanges between the two
main Belgian ministries involved (Foreign Affairs
and Colonies) and their of cial correspondence
with foreign counterparts (amongst which were,
most importantly, the British Foreign Of ce and
the Colonial Of ce)7 .

Before approaching the issues connected to the
evolution of international law, the essential com ponent of this study (part II), it is important to
consider, if only brie y, some elements of context
surrounding the m atter of the military occupation
of German East Africa within the wider picture of
international relations (part I).
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The campaign and occupation of German East
Africa never constituted a central issue on the global
agenda during the war or in its aftermath 8. While
also engaging in armed activities in Africa in order to
ensure allied forces there did not enter into combat
in Europe, Germany fought hard to keep its colonial
possession, and even fostered hope of taking the
Congo from Belgium. For Germany, however, it was
only one of a number of colonial issues and its reactions over the nature of this occupation or the way in
which it was conducted were limited 9. France and
the United States, with limited direct interest in the
area, were also not vocal during the war but then
had a greater role to play when the case of German
East Africa was discussed in Versailles 10 . Before turning to post-war negotiations, however, we should
rst brie y look at the interaction between Belgium
and Great Britain during the war, and at the military
occupation of German East Africa from the angle of
an eroding sense of European prestige, a sensitive
subject for both colonial powers11 .

Although allied in the ght against German forces,
Belgium and Great Britain periodically encountered dif culties in their diplomatic relations due
to incongruent details of their respective plans

and activities in Africa12 . A detailed account of the
interaction between the two powers, their colonial troops and representatives, may be found in
First World War histories dedicated to the African
context 13 . The emphasis here on points of tension
is justi ed by their particular role in the evolution
of legal ideas and principles.

Tensions between the two colonial powers arose
as early as O ctober 1914, with events in Northern Rhodesia. At the request of Rhodesia s local
authorities, Belgian colonial troops had crossed
the Congolese border to support British troops
against German attacks coming from German East
Africa (and hence to protect the Congo as well).
There was regular protest from London on this
matter until German attacks stepped up, at which
point Belgian support became welcome.

Belgian hopes of launching a joint British-Belgian
campaign against German East Africa in 1915 did
not materialize. Great Britain postponed it for lack
of suf cient available troops and material. In spite
of repeated requests from Belgium, Great Britain
also turned down the suggestion made in August
1915 to carry out a naval demonstration on German East Africa s Indian Ocean coast, arguing
that it would not provide the alleviation Belgium
expected on this colony s South Western frontier.

Tension then became related to the occupation of
territory at a very early stage. Letters from the British government in April 1916 particularly upset
Belgian authorities. As troops began to enter Ger-
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man East Africa, Great Britain dem anded accordance in placing all territories under its sole administration, for the sake of consistency. Belgium
refused this, while agreeing to another of Great
Britain s suggestions, aimed at considering administration of territories as provisional and temporary.
With views to securing a minimum of harmony
between administrative practices, Belgium proposed the presence of a limited number of of cers
within respective headquarters ; an idea that was
accepted by its counterpart, but the implementation of which invited additional tension.

In October 1916, believing it had been asked to
do so, Belgium rather frankly shared her African
war objectives, as formulated at the time, with her
allies. It underlined the value of the territories it
conquered and stated it did not yet know whether
it would want to keep these territories or exchange
them for political or economic advantage of equal
value in Europe or in Africa. Belgium nevertheless clari ed that it was interested in the extension
of the Congo s Atlantic coast, admitting the realization of such an objective would involve negotiations with either Germany or another power 14 .
Belgian authorities were astonished, a month later,
to meet with reactions of surprise and strong reservation. On 16 Septem ber 1917, Belgian colonial
troops entered the administrative and comm ercial
center of Tabora and began its administration of
the city before the arrival of forces under British
com mand. London then however issued a request,
agreed upon by Brussels, which led to the retreat
of Belgian colonial troops from the Tabora area.
The Force Publique still thereafter occupied a substantial portion of German East Africa, northwest
of the colony, which included but was not limited

to Ruanda and Urundi. Shortly after the retreat of
its colonial troops from Tabora, Belgium was puzzled to receive further requests from Great Britain for support in the form of troops to be placed
under British command. Great Britain requested
support for the second phase of the campaign
that led to the complete ousting of German troops
from the colony.

Miscommunication certainly contributed to these
tensions 15 , taking for example the matter of Belgium having shared its colonial agenda or the reasons behind the temporary nature of the administration. However, a substantial role was played
by the clash of interests between the two powers
in the area. During the war, and while the longerterm strategy of Belgium was not (and would not
for quite some time be) clearly set, its immediate
objective was to invade and administer the widest
area possible and to attempt to secure access to
both Lake Victoria and the largest possible portion
of the Kigoma-Dar-es-Salaam railway. This was
in con ict with the British ambition of connecting Cairo to Cape Town by rail, on a track that
was due to cross this very area 16 . Belgium had to
face this in an increasingly manifest way up to
the Orts-Milner negotiation and the Gisaka affair,
which is discussed below.

Additional explanation for Great Britain s de ant stance on Belgium s involvement in the German East Africa campaign may be found both in
its suspicion that Belgium was ready to exchange
newly invaded territory in Africa for the liberation of its own territory, and in evidence of pressure from high-ranking of cials within the British
Colonial Of ce and the South African leadership,
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who generally saw Belgium as a rival in the battle
for African land 17. Tensions occasionally also originated from critical British views on Belgian troops
behaviour and colonial administration18 and from
the sensitivity of the two powers regarding perceptions of racial hierarchy. More signi cant in relation
to the evolution of legal ideas and principles, this
latter element will now be brie y discussed.

The German East Africa cam paign and m ilitary
occupation were, in the eyes of the British Colonial Of ce, likely to contribute to the needed restoration of British prestige in East Africa 19 . How ever, the British also feared that the ghting might
undercut the foundations of colonial rule throughout the region 20 . Military operations and occupation in German East Africa indeed certainly
contributed to the generation or reinforcement of
questions in the minds of European and African
populations and authorities in terms of perception
of racial hierarchy, whereas the image of Europeans as nearly invincible and superior to Africans
was one of the aspects on which European colonial rule rested.

Som e of the above-described events relating to
the relationship between Belgium and Great Britain generated fears in Belgian minds in terms of
the negative image they might project onto local
populations. Governmental authorities shared
these fears with their British counterparts. They
undoubtedly used this element as an additional

argument to try and convince the latter to m oderate their claims, but it also seems that Belgian
of cials were truly worried about the possible
impact on Belgian prestige and status in the minds
of local populations, including that of the Congo.

A major event in this regard took place in April
1916, in the framework of the discussion on who,
between Belgium and Great Britain, would actually administer invaded territories. Belgian authorities underlined that the country s prestige would
be seriously undermined in the eyes of invaded
populations and in those of the Congolese soldiers
forming the bulk of its Force Publique, should it
accept that territories conquered by this force
alone be then placed under exclusively British
adm inistration. This constituted one of the arguments that Belgian authorities brought forward
when they refused the British offer. National prestige was also invoked by Belgium in relation to the
staging of its retreat from Tabora and neighbouring
areas, which took place in February 1917 21 .

After the war, Belgian delegates managed to avoid
the hum iliation of a total transfer of the occupied
territories to British mandate and to compensate
in the best possible way the reduction in size of
the territories to remain under Belgian administration (i.e. Ruanda and Urundi). Although the way
in which negotiations unfolded at the Paris Peace
Conference in 1919 would not reinforce Belgium s stature, the image projected onto African
populations did not then seem to be a matter of
major concern to Belgian delegates. Adm ittedly,
the presence of President Wilson and the weight
of his ideas about self-determination on the Con-
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ference were not inviting 22 . When organizing the
retreat from territories to be placed under British
mandate, however, a request was again made to
the British to ensure that Belgian dignity would
not be encroached upon 23 . Hum iliation before
an indigenous king was also, at the time, an element that motivated Belgian of cials to act in the
Gisaka affair.

The risk that Belgian authorities sought to avoid
in the above-mentioned situations was that of giving the impression that there could exist a form
of hierarchy between European nations and their
respective citizens. They were, it seems, rather
successful in this regard.

The German East Africa cam paign and m ilitary
occupation, how ever, also participated in the
forging of an understanding in African populations
that white nations and their high state of developm ent had been overvalued, irrespective of the
issue of any perceived hierarchical relationship
between these nations. A few elements that contributed to such an understanding will be brie y
mentioned here.

First, the invasion and military occupation of
German East Africa territories involved African
personnel in the taking over and adm inistration
of a European colony. This implied a minimum of
contact with a form of reversed hierarchy between
such personnel and white populations. African personnel were, for instance, used to escort
German prisoners being sent back to Europe via
the Congo. Perhaps more signi cantly, locally
recruited military personnel and porters (from the

Congo or from German East Africa) proved essential to the military campaign. This crucial contribution, which came at a particularly heavy cost
for the local populations, did not go unnoticed24 .
Whereas France had been using African troops in
Europe since 1914, Belgium consistently avoided
doing so. In 1917, after the German East Africa
campaign, Renkin argued against it on grounds
linked with prestige of the white race 25 . Belgium,
again in contrary to France, used no African troops
to occupy portions of Germany after the armistice
and after the entry into force of the peace treaty.
This cautious approach was also due to the discernment of a danger in terms of racial perception, which was no doubt re ective of the fact that
mentalities were already evolving26 .

The military occupation of German East Africa
brought Belgian of cials to face a peculiar and
intellectually challenging situation in which the
main part of the occupied population was not
quite viewed as an enemy, whereas most of its
European component was.

Lastly, the establishment of a Belgian mandate over
Ruanda and Urundi, as an outcome of the military
campaign and occupation, created two different
kinds of native-European relationship in neighbouring territories under Belgian administration.
There were now two mandated territories alongside
the Congo, with a difference in terms of status based
on purely contingent elements. Notions of progressive development and emancipation were in a way
knocking at the Congo s backdoor 27 . The institution
of the mandate system, which crystalized and was
consecrated in the framework of the Paris Peace
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Conference of 1919, will be further discussed in
part II. We will rst examine the course of events
relating to the destiny of German East Africa in the
framework of the Paris Peace Conference and what
it reveals about the treatment given to small powers
in this context 28 .

Discussions about the future of German colonies
began well before the 1919 Paris Peace Conference, where peace terms were discussed between
the Allies and the defeated Central Powers. While
it became increasingly clear that the Allies would
not agree to the return of German rule over the
colonies, and while a series of secret treaties had
been signed between a num ber of them, their
fate was still uncertain on the eve of the conference. Belgium had been particularly nervous over
suggestions from a number of individuals, but
also those coming from within the British Labour
Party regarding the internationalization of Central
Africa, which in addition to the new territories
placed under its adm inistration, might have concerned the Congo as well 29 .

The sequence of events preceding the placement
of formerly German and Ottoman territories under
the League of Nations mandate system was far
from predictable. Ideas put forward by President
Woodrow Wilson were shared in their main features by other in uential personalities of the time,
including General Smuts 30 , who commanded the
British Army in East Africa from 1916 until early

1917. They met with initial resistance from several allied powers and reservations on the part
of Great Britain and its Dominions, which were
actively involved in the discussion of this matter31 .
The evolution of the negotiations that led to the
formalization of the m andate system , enshrined
in Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of
Nations, was dif cult to foresee and, for small
powers like Belgium also hard to capture, given
factors that included the vastly predominant role
played by the great powers of the time (France,
Great Britain, Italy, the United States and though
it decided to stay in the background Japan), the
com plexity of the conference s machinery and the
limited availability of comprehensive and up-todate information32 .

To some extent, Belgium was in a position similar to that of Portugal, as both were small powers
amongst the Allies, with colonial possessions. In
1919, however, Belgium was, contrary to Portugal, administering new territories. Although its
delegation in Paris, headed by the minister for
foreign affairs, Paul Hymans 33 , spared no efforts
in its attempt to be an active participant in the
decision-making process surrounding the fate
of German East Africa, Belgium was never completely allowed to do so. It was occasionally
invited to present its views and positions before
the four main powers and m anaged to obtain a
one-on-one discussion with Great Britain, which
led to the Orts-Milner agreement at the end of
May 1919, but was regularly excluded from the
actual decision-making. Even the agreement with
Great Britain needed to be endorsed by the great
powers. Belgian representatives felt seriously disesteemed, if not humiliated.

28. For a broader discussion of B elgium s aspirat ions and actual role at the Paris Peac e Conference see : saLL y M a Rks ,
Innocent Abroad…, 402 p.
29. Throughout FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2 (1918 -1936).
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With very short notice, the Belgian delegation was
offered a rst opportunity to present its government s views on 29 January 1919. Barely prepared,
Pierre Orts 34 , ad interim Secretary General at the
ministry of foreign affairs, expressed before the
Supreme Council 35 Belgium s desire to be granted
free disposal over the territories it was provisionally administering in German East Africa. No decision had yet been made when, on 1 st May 1919,
the Belgian delegation learned that a draft provision of the peace treaty with Germany provided
for the transfer of all extra-European German possessions to the ve major powers. Belgian representatives felt that Belgium was being somehow
dispossessed, and insisted on their contribution to
the war and their administration of part of former
German East Africa. They received assurance from
French representatives, including that of Georges
Clemenceau as head of the Supreme Council,
that the wording of the treaty would not prejudice
Belgium s position, and were then happy to see a
change in the draft provision, which now referred
to the principal allied and associated powers 36 .

A second m ajor shock for Belgian representatives
came when, on 8 May 1919, those in Paris read
in the newspapers that, according to the then
released preamble of the treaty, this wording covered the ve major powers exclusively and that
the repartitioning of the former German colonies
had been decided upon, with German East Africa
being placed under British administration only.

Belgium reacted imm ediately and strongly, and on
the following day was offered an opportunity to
be heard by the members of the Supreme Council
(Woodrow Wilson, David Lloyd George, Georges
Clemenceau and Vittorio Emmanuele Orlando 37 ),
who admitted in turns not being in the position to
properly understand the issue presented by Belgium. Lloyd George however agreed to call the
head of the Colonial Of ce, Lord Alfred Milner 38 ,
to Paris to discuss the matter with Belgium 39 . Long
and dif cult negotiations then took place between
Orts and Milner, until an agreement was reached
on 30 M ay 1919. The preferred option of both
governments was a Belgian retreat from German
East Africa in exchange for Portuguese territories on the left bank of the lower Congo, to be
obtained through the intercession of Great Britain
and the attribution to Portugal of compensatory
territories north of Mozambique. However, negotiations with Portugal appeared very likely to fail
and, m ost importantly, Great Britain refused to pay
the nancial compensation which Belgium m ade
a prerequisite for such an arrangement40 . Con dent that the m atter would primarily be for them
to settle should they manage to nd an agreement,
the two colonial pow ers therefore decided, as a
result of their private negotiations, to present to the
Supreme Council what was from their colonialist
perspective the second best option. This, paying
no lip service at all to the emerging idea of a duty
to ensure the progressive development of local
populations, was to split German East Africa in
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1854 -1925, London, 1958.
39. The report drafte d the nex t day by Hy mans him self on t his me eting is of particula r interes t (FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives,
AF 1.4, no. 8851).
40. For a recent, concise discussion of this and relate d issues se e bRia n d ig Re , War A ims , available at
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two, with Ruanda and Urundi adjoining the Belgian Congo placed under Belgian adm inistration
and the rem aining (and largest) part under British
adm inistration. Belgium would also be granted by
Great Britain com munication and transport facilities through East Africa, the details of which were
left for later negotiations between the two powers 41 . The precise demarcation of borders was tem porarily sidelined, but the Belgian representative
was pressured to accept the rem oval of parts of
Ruanda and Urundi in the Gisaka region from the
current administrative delineations, as these were,
according to Great Britain, essential for the future
construction of the Cape to Cairo railway line.

The Supreme Council failed to examine and
endorse this agreement for quite some time.
Whereas the fate of all other former German
possessions had been decided, this issue was
still pending when President Wilson left the
conference at the end of June 1919. A Mandate
Comm ission was created at this point to discuss
model mandates, as well as pending issues relating to the fate of German East Africa. This com mission discussed the Orts-Milner agreement on
17 July 1919. The American colonial representative, Georges Louis Beer, raised questions regarding the geographical, economical and ethnological appropriateness of the agreement, but did not
oppose the transmission of a favourable decision to
the Supreme Council. However, Belgium, whose
representative was asked to leave the room during the com mission s deliberations, was informed
thereafter of America s reservations and launched
a persuasion campaign to avoid the eventuality of
an unfavorable outcome at the Supreme Council s
level. This body s nal decision was once again
slow to come, due in part to Beer s departure

for the United States, contributing to the general
feeling of Belgium having suffered unjust treatment throughout the process. The approval of the
Supreme Council was of cially communicated to
Belgium in a letter sent by the General Secretariat
of the conference on 23 August 1919 42 .

Three more observations m ust be made here.
First, the interpretation of the Peace Treaty which
prevailed was that, while it was for the Suprem e
Council to operate the distribution of former German colonies, it was the League of Nations which
would then formally grant the mandates. However,
a considerable length of time again passed before
this system was fully implemented. The delay was
due in good part to an intervention by the United
States, who challenged the fact that, following
their decision not to ratify the Peace treaty, decisions on mandates could be made without their
involvement. Their primary focus was the Mesopotamia mandate, and more speci cally access
to petroleum resources in this area. Belgium and
its mandate-to-be were indeed not especially targeted here 43 .

Second, whereas diplom atic relations between
Belgium and Great Britain were often strained
when it came to colonial issues, both powers endeavoured to m aintain friendly relations
throughout the course of events 44 .

Lastly, it should not be overlooked that these
events also gave rise to occasional tensions
between the most concerned Belgian ministers,
in charge of colonies or foreign affairs. Their
respective positions were not always in complete
harmony, with the minister of colonies, Jules
Renkin45 , often supporting a rmer or harder line

41. The se negotiations, which prove d lengt hy and dif cult as well, le d to a conve ntion signed on 15 M arch 1921.
42. FPS FA , Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.4, no. 9094.
43. Throughout FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.5 (1918 -1922).
44. See for ex ample the con de ntial instructions sent by Renkin to General Tombeur on 27 M arch 1916
(FPS FA, African Archives, A E 371 (608), no.2).
45. Belgian law yer and politician (1862-1934). f. d eLL ic ou R , “ Renkin ( Jule s-L aurent-Jean-Louis)”, in Biographie Coloniale Belge ,
vol. IV, 1955, col. 747-753.

than his counterpart. In the beginning of 1917,
a period during which Baron Beyens 46 presided
over the Belgian ministry of foreign affairs, the two
ministers even came to blame each other for dif culties experienced in the relationship with Great
Britain 47 . One should also bear in m ind that with
a new minister of colonies in charge in 1919
(Louis Franck 48 ), a transfer of key staff from the
colonies to foreign affairs (Orts (1917), followed
by Octave Louwers 49 (1919)), and the center of
gravity s geographical shift to Paris, the role of
the Belgian ministry of colonies became almost
non-existent in the 1919 discussions. Great Britain s Colonial O f ce, however, which also pushed
for the adoption of a harder stance by the British
govern ment50 , remained very present throughout
the process. Lord Milner even headed the Mandate Com mission created at the end of June 1919
to follow -up on mandate related issues after the
signature of the Treaty of Versailles.

The above-mentioned
discussions implied
recourse to a series of new legal notions and arguments, which had potential for long-term impact
and to which we will now turn our attention.

Three legal concepts or institutions all related
to the notion of sovereignty were discussed in
the above-described context : military occupation,
conquest, and mandate. We will therefore look
at how the legal concept of military occupation

was m obilized in relation to German East Africa,
continue with a discussion of legal developments
linked with the idea of conquest and end with a
section devoted to the new legal institution termed
mandate that emerged with the Covenant of the
League of Nations.

Once Great Britain and Belgium had agreed on
the temporary character of their administration of
parts of German East Africa and on the harmonization of principles in this regard, both endeavoured to apply the rules of military occupation of
territories enshrined in the annex to Convention
IV adopted in The Hague in 1907 (Articles 42 to
56). These rules, forming the essence of the law of
military occupation, had been adopted by states
in order to regulate the exercise of military authority by one over the territory of another, or over
parts thereof, in the context of armed hostilities.

On the Belgian side, the instructions given to
agents in Africa were imbued from the beginning with principles contained in these rules.
An explicit order to implement them
to the
extent applicable in Africa was then sent to General Tombeur on 23 September 1916 51 . O n the
other side, the British government informed Belgium on 9 November 1916 that the Civil Administrator would be directed to guide himself, so far
as practicable, by the provisions of Section III of
the Annexe to the Convention of The Hague of
October 18, 1907 [ ] 52 .

46. Belgian diplomat (1855-1934). f eRna n d van Lan g en h ov e , Beyens (Eugène -Napolé on, baron) , in Biographie Nat ional e,
1967, vol. 34, col. 71-79.
47. Correspondence bet ween Renkin and B eyens (BMFA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2, no. 7873, 7890 and 7896).
48 . Belgian law yer and politician (1868 -1937). P. k au ch , “ f Ran c k ( Louis -Marie-François)”, in Biographie Nat ional e, 1965,
vol. 33, col.335-354.
49. A Belgian specialist on A frican is sues (1878 -1959). Jacq ue s W iLL eq ue t, “ Louwers (Oc tave-Jacques -Jose ph) ,
in Biographie Nat ional e, 1977, vol. 40, col. 624 -626.
50. WM . R og eR L oui s , Great Britain…., p.63.
51. FPS FA , African Archives, A E 371 (607), unindexed.
52. Le tter from de Villiers to Beyens of 19 Nove mbe r 1916 (FPS FA , Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2, no. 7730).

Thereafter, in their diplomatic exchanges regarding
German East Africa, the two allied powers referred
to the law of military occupation on several occasions, for instance in relation to the way monetary
issues should be dealt with or, even several years
after the war had ended, when it came to settling the
Africa campaign accounts between them. During
the war, Belgian of cials dealing with colonial
issues learned how to compose themselves with
the law of occupation and even discovered that
they could use it to, for instance, oppose unwanted
British requests related to the second phase of the
campaign 53 . Legal advisers within the ministry of
colonies also insisted on its applicability when they
were asked, in February 1922, to provide advice on
a request from Belgian local administration authorities to be allowed to reform the justice system in
occupied territories. They concluded that the law of
military occupation did not allow for such a structural change and invited their colleagues to await
the territories upcoming change in status, that is
for a mandate to be attributed to and accepted
by Belgium. In its 1922 report to the Council of
the League of Nations, Belgium con rmed that,
although it had been of cially granted the mandate
by this Council on 20 July 1922, the legal regime
in place during the war was still applicable, as the
Belgian Parliament had not yet voted an act on
the status of the territories. Such an act was passed
on 20 October 1924.

The applicability of the law of military occupation
to the situation in German East Africa might at
rst sight seem an obvious conclusion reached by
the two pow ers, as the situation was indeed one
of a non-consensual exercise of authority on the
territory of another State, and as the parties had
already invoked the Hague Regulations in relation to conduct in matters of hostility that arose in

the region 54 . However, one must recall here that
at the time that the rules of military occupation
were drafted and inserted into the Hague Regulations, the general agreement was that they were
only meant to apply between civilized nations ,
clearly leaving aside, in the minds of international
law experts and statesmen of the time, the colonial world. These new rules, mostly drafted by
European States, were not m eant to impact colonization activities 55 .

A sign that this body of law was not initially meant
to apply to the colonial dom ain and that both parties were aware of this may be found in the need
they felt to specify that this body of law was to
be applied with the accommodations that African
circumstances necessitated.

Several factors probably played a part in the
shared decision to apply the law of military occupation, in uencing either both powers or one of
them individually.

First, as they agreed on the temporary character of
the adm inistration they would put in place and on
the need for harmonization, they also wished to
avoid setting in place a system that was too elaborate or intrusive. The law of m ilitary occupation
provided a handy and readily available set of rules
based on a conservationist principle, commanding the occupier to leave things untouched unless
otherwise required by military necessity.

Applying the law of occupation in German East
Africa was also a way for the two allied powers
to show clean hands. Germany would be barred
from justifying measures it might take in occupied
Belgium in violation of the Hague Regulations in
terms of retaliation to events unfolding in Africa.

53. Renkin bas ed his refusal to perform milit ary recruitment for the British in occupie d territorie s on arguments that include d
rules of international law. Note from the M inis ter of Colonie s to the Minister for Foreign Af fairs, 30 March 1917
(FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2, no. 7954).
54. Including those in relat ion to the alleged unlaw ful use of barbarian hordes by Germany.
55. yuta ka a Rai -tak ah a sh i , Preoccupied with occupation : critical examinations of the his torical developme nt of the law
of occupation , in Inte rnational Revi ew of t he Red C ros s, no. 885, 2012, p. 72-79 ; eya L b en v en ist i , The Internat ional Law
of Occupat ion, O x ford, 2012, p. 31 and 41-42.

As for Belgium , it was in a way also dragged into
the application of the Hague Regulations by an
argument it used in October 1916 to claim, in a
note to Great Britain, a position as the occupant
of parts of German East Africa. It argued : Occupation is a fact created by conquest. As a consequence, each of the parties occupies the territories conquered by its troops 56 . This was a rather
bewildering way of alluding to the de nition of
military occupation enshrined in Article 42 of the
Hague Regulations : Territory is considered occu pied when it is actually placed under the authority
of the hostile army. [ ] 57 . A link with the law of
military occupation was latent.

For Great Britain, the application of the law of military occupation also had a signi cant advantage
in relation to its colonial objectives. It made it substantially more dif cult for Belgium to project into
the long term its presence in important territories,
as it side-lined the idea of conquest.

The very existence of the law of military occupation as it was conceived and codi ed in the last
decades of the 19 th century, relied on the rejection of a right of conquest. The way in which the
nal provisions from the Hague Regulations were
drafted, dealing with the issue of m ilitary authority over enem y territory, presupposed that gaining control over new territories through military
operations was not to be equated with a transfer
of sovereignty. Although the former ruler was no
longer able to exercise it, sovereignty rem ained
with him . Only a form al transfer by way of a
treaty drawn up at the close of hostilities was

admissible. As previously noted, this did not
however apply to colonization.

Predominantly positivists, international lawyers of
the 19th century were constrained by their Western conception of the State, to which they reserved
the applicability of the concept of sovereignty, a
gift of civilization 58 . They generally considered
territories that were uninhabited or with populations they labelled uncivilized as open to European annexation. Only in a restricted sense, with
implication of a clash between two sovereign entities, did conquest become unlawful when the rst
treaty provisions relating to the law of occupation
were adopted. Conquest sensu lato was however
still permissible with regard to so-called terrae nullius. The increasing rarity of these due to acute col onization activity in the last decades of the 19th
century led to a situation where, at the time of the
First World War, one might have concluded that
the right of conquest , to the extent that it still
existed, had actually died by its own hand. The
discussion, however, remained open in relation to
the possible lawful annexation of colonial territories. There, sovereignty in its Western de nition
had already been established by another power.
Encroachments on areas of in uence or territories
claimed by other (European) States had indeed
taken place, but cases were made, when con ict
had surfaced, around the lack of sovereignty of the
other party over the disputed territory. One wellknown case, the 1898 Fashoda crisis, deserves
particular attention here.

In a bid to challenge British presence in Egypt, in
territories formerly placed under Ottoman rule,
France launched a military expedition headed by
Captain Marchand that succeeded in reaching and
settling in the fort of Fashoda. This position was

56. Original French tex t : L occupation est un fait que la conquê te a créé e [sic]. En c onséquence, chacune des parties
occupe les territoires que ses troupes ont conquis. (the word fact is underlined in the original tex t). Note in thre e par ts of
10 Oc tober 1916 (FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2, no. 7672).
57. Original French tex t : Un territoire es t considé ré comme occupé lorsqu il s e trouve plac é de fait s ous l autorité
de l armée ennem ie. [...] .
58. Ma Rtt i k os ke n nie M i , The Gentle Civilizer of Nat ions. The Rise a nd Fall of Inte rnational Law 1870-1960, C am bridge, 20 01,
p. 98 -178.

located in Sudan, an area which, after the Mahdist
revolt, Egypt no longer controlled. The British, while
engaged in the recovery of Sudan, came up against
the French and a major crisis ensued. The French
then argued on an essentially legal level. They confronted the Queen s Government with the following
alternative : British presence in the area was justi able either because Great Britain believed that the
Mahdist revolt had transformed it into terra nullius
or, if it was still to be considered part of Egypt,
because their military presence and control over
parts of Egypt was lawful. Either way, French conquest of Fashoda was then justi able in the same
way. British authorities, however, refused to engage
in any legal argument. Their strong political reaction
and the lack of support from other European powers
pushed France to recall her mission 59.

The fact that France had left the possibility open
for Great Britain to argue along the lines of the
second part of the alternative, as well as the formal establishment of a British protectorate over
Egypt in 1914, indicates that it was still possible
at the time to consider claiming the legality of
military conquest of colonial territories even in
cases where they had already been placed under
another State s sovereignty. It is therefore unsurprising that Belgian stakeholders, particularly
those within the ministry of colonies, occasionally brought such an argument forward. It surfaced regularly in communication between the
ministries of foreign affairs and of colonies, and
in diplomatic exchanges between Belgium and
Great Britain or other allied pow ers. At the end of
1916, Jules Renkin interpreted Britain s desire to
enter into an agreement on the temporary character of the adm inistration of territories, expressed in
the April 1916 exchange of letters, as an implicit
acceptance of a still existing right of conquest .

An agreement was sought in order to exclude the
exercise of such a right, which would have otherwise been applicable to the situation, Renkin
thought. A clearly dissonant voice in this context
was that of Ernest Nys 60 , who asserted that such
a right no longer existed 61 . His reaction did not
however discourage the Belgian representatives
in Paris from continuing to occasionally refer to a
right of conquest , until nally they realized that
the time had passed for this line of argum ent.

It m ight be worthwhile to clarify here that the word
conquest was commonly used to describe the
advance of troops in German East Africa and the
progressive assumption of control over territories,
without being necessarily associated with an idea
of transfer of sovereignty. It is therefore important
for our purposes to focus on references to a proper
right of conquest and its essential characteristic
connected to the annexation of territory.

Such references were made in particular in the
framework of the articulation of the Belgian war
objectives in Africa. From the beginning of the
campaign, the idea was present that Belgium
should endeavour to hold a gage as extended
and valuable as possible. This did not necessarily
imply that Belgium would be in full possession of
the invaded territories. However, when it cam e
to re ning objectives, there developed the idea
that Belgium was indeed in true possession of
these new territories, and that it could exchange
them for other territories or for money. The British governm ent understood this to be Belgium s
stance and always refused to accept it62 , as they
had refused to validate any legal justi cation of
the French claim at Fashoda. References to a right
of conquest would how ever disappear altogether
soon after the war, in Belgian discourse.

59. and Ré d ece n ciè Re -f eRR an d iè Re , Ess ai historique et critique sur l occupation comme mode d acquérir les territoires en
droit international , in Revue de droit inte rnational et de législation comparée, vol. 18, 1937 (4), p. 646- 651.
60. Belgian law yer (1851-1920). Pau L e RR eRa , Erne st Nys , in Revue de droit inte rnational et de législation comparée, 3 rd series,
no.1, 1920, p. 385-405.
61. L ancien droit de conquête n es t plus ; à lui s es t subst itué la notion de l occupation de guerre . A nswer from Nys to a
que stionnaire sent by the ministr y of colonie s, 30 June 1917 (FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2, unindexed).
62. W M . R og eR L oui s , Great Britain…, p. 113.

On 28 January 1919, Belgian representatives in Paris
decided to be cautious in the presentation of their
government s colonial objectives to the Supreme
Council. They based Belgium s claim to free disposal over the territories that it was provisionally
administering solely on compensation for damages
it incurred by the war in Africa. On 8 February 1919,
Louwers, the Belgian colonial delegate, con rmed
to his minister, Hymans, that the word conquest
did not t the Conference s terminology.

However, three months later, follow ing the shock
caused by the announcement of the repartition of
mandates attributing German East Africa to Great
Britain only, the Belgian delegation drafted a press
release and a letter to the head of the Suprem e
Council. Both included a clear reference to a
right of conquest . Though the press release was
issued, the letter was retained, as an opportunity
was swiftly offered to Hym ans to discuss the matter with the mem bers of the Supreme Council. Following this meeting, held on 9 May 1919, Hym ans
decided to send the letter in order to leave a written record of his governm ent s reaction of protest.
However, the letter sent no longer included reference to a right of conquest . Louwers, the drafter
of the letters, indicates in his personal notes : I
do not speak anymore in this letter of the rights of
conquest in order not to offense President Wilson,
who, having heard this phrase in the mouth of Mr.
Hymans, pointed out to him that conquest does
not create rights 63 .

This constituted a turning point in the Belgian
government s line of argument as no reference to
such a right appears to have been made thereafter.
The document submitted by the Belgian delegation to the Mandate Commission in support of
the Orts-Milner agreement discussed at its hear-

ing on 17 July 1919 argued solely on the bases of
equity and political opportunity 64 . Moving closer
to Wilsonian ideas, Belgian representatives also
relied progressively on African interests and local
requests for Belgian administration to substantiate
their claims and counter British ones. They thereby
acted in a manner similar to that of the British
when the latter proclaimed publicly that African
preferences went for their rule, which would justify non-return of the colonies to Germany. Belgian
colonial authorities had already received support
from the king of Rwanda, Musinga, in June 1918,
who had compared Belgian to German rule and
praised the former 65. In November 1918, they had
also begun proactively seeking declarations from
local leaders in Rwanda and Urundi, as it was felt
that wishes expressed by local populations might
serve as useful tools, if properly collected, to support territorial claims. The declaration obtained
from Ruvezandekwe, chief of Tshingogo (Ruanda),
explicitly requests a Belgian presence, to the exclusion of a British, French or German one 66 . Although
African interests were progressively invoked as
well, particularly to further convince the American representation in Paris in the summer of 1919,
the self-expression of African interests never constituted an essential element of argumentation for
Belgian representatives (with the exception of later
on in the Gisaka affair). It arguably played a lesser
role than it did in Great Britain in the argumentation for non-return of territories to German rule
as it combined with other considerations while
the Belgian role in the Allied decision in this regard
was also minimal.

The French government, which behaved during
the war (particularly with respect to German colonies in Africa) in a manner not incompatible with
the idea that a right of conquest still existed and

63. Original French tex t : Je ne parle plus dans ce tte let tre de s droit s de la conquête pour ne pa s offusquer le président
Wils on, qui, ayant ente ndu cet te express ion dans la bouche de MR . h yM an s , lui fait observer que la conquête ne cré e pas
de droit. Personal notes Louwe rs, 9 M ay 1919 (FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.4, unindexed).
64. Internal report on hearing ( rst annexe), 17 July 1919 (FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.4, no. 9016). When the Ort s-Milner
agreement was later discussed by the Supreme Council it self, it was presente d by a British repres entative only.
65. FPS FA , Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.2, no. 8688.
66 . Copies of correspondence bet ween Belgian colonial authorities kept by the Belgian ministry of foreign affairs
(FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.5, no. 9879).

which then tried to avoid the emergence of the
mandate system, had less need to argue along
this line in the framework of the Paris Conference. As one of the major powers, and holding
the presidency of the Supreme Council, it was
almost guaranteed control of territories it sought.
Whereas Belgium became bound by the Orts-Milner agreement with Great Britain, France later also
attempted to have attributed mandates, notably
those on parts of Togo and Cameroon, resemble
a transfer of sovereignty to the extent possible.
Japan did the sam e in regard to the islands it
would receive under the South Paci c Mandate 67 .

When Belgian government of cials referred for
the last time to a right of conquest , they actually
did so knowing that what they were ghting for
was the attribution of a mandate. If this institution
still needed to be clari ed, it was already clear
that it was not to be equated with mere annexation. Discussing internally Milner s responses to
the options proposed for a Belgian-British agreement, in the last days of April 1919, the Belgian
delegation in Paris realized that it was risky to be
too insistent on a cash payment (soulte) by Great
Britain to compensate for the losses Belgium was
going to suffer in terms of the size of the territories remaining under its administration. In the
absence of an agreement with Great Britain, the
situation would have been transmitted as is to
the Supreme Council, where the idea of such a
cash payment would not have t well into the discussions relating to the mandate system.

Apart from the issue of this new institution s
emergence, Belgium was made to realize that the
vanishing of the right of conquest , which cam e
with the adoption of treaty-rules on military occupation, had now clearly stretched to the colonial
dom ain as well. Military operations anywhere

could only lead to transfers of sovereignty if and
when such transfers were validated through the
operation of peace treaties 68 .

The developments faced by Belgium in the framework of its G erman East Africa experience related
to newly controlled territories only and not to formerly established colonies. They impacted however the evolution of ideas and constituted a step
towards the complete disappearance of a right of
conquest , with full rejection of territorial acquisition as a result of the use of force. This was conrmed in 1970 by Resolution 2625 (XXV) of the
United Nations General Assembly, a document
that also spells out the principle of the right to
self-determination of peoples.

Moving back to the aftermath of the First World
War, a closer look must be taken at the substance
of the mandate institution.

Its appearance constituted a form of makeshift
com promise between the main objectives of President Wilson in relation to territories formerly
adm inistered by Germany to prevent territorial
annexation and those of France and Great Britain to deprive Germany of its colonies69 . Belgium
shared the latter ones, without being in a position
to exercise much in uence over the outcom e.

Even after a commission was named on 25 January
1919 to draft a Covenant for a League of Nations,
the issue of the disposal of German (and Ottoman)
territories remained in the hands of the Council of
Ten given its political and economic importance.

67. The S outh Paci c Mandate wa s m ade up of islands in the Paci c Oce an that had be en par t of German Ne w Guinea
(Pa Lau , c a RoLin e , M a Rsh a LL and M a Ria n a isLan d s (except for Guam)) (FPS FA , Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.5, no. 926 4 and 9466).
68. This option however also extinguished with the Briand-Kellog g Pac t of 1928 and t he adoption of the United Nations
Charter in 1945. Territorial acquisition obt ained through the use of force m ay no longe r be considered law ful, as con rmed by
the United Nations G eneral A ssem bly in its Resolution 2625 (XXV ) of 1970.
69. g iov an n i d ist efa n o , Article22 , p.978.

There, in the last days of January 1919, Wilson
made an ardent plea for the mandates. If consultations w ith French and British leaders had discouraged him fairly early from trying to operate a clear
shift to the (future) League of the ultimate title over
the territories, his insistence at the end of January
1919 convinced the British and, more reluctantly,
the French to accept the idea of the m andates,
a concept that began to be broken down into three
categories depending on the local populations
evaluated readiness to become independent 70 .
The tendency was then for the concerned powers
to consider territories they were to be m andated as
less likely to soon reach independence than those
which would be administered by other powers.

Belgian representatives however continued to nurse
the hope that the institution would never come into
actual existence and that solutions more rational
in terms of sovereignty would reappear 71 . The
complexity of the nascent institution and the lack
of clarity and transparency surrounding its emergence made it particularly dif cult for the representatives of Belgium, the only country that would
receive a mandate without being one of the ve
major powers or a British dominion, to always and
fully understand what the situation was. They were
not involved in the de nition of the different mandate classes (A, B and C) and were offered limited
opportunities to in uence the content of the proposed mandate over Urundi and Ruanda 72 .

Realizing early in the process that, amongst
the major powers, France alone was opposing
some m eaningful resistance to Wilson s ideas
and would most probably not succeed in avoiding some sort of internationalized status for the
former German colonies, the Belgian representatives carefully worded their country s colonial
claim s when presenting them before the Suprem e
Council on 28 January 1919. They did not want
to be openly perceived as not asking for an outright transfer of sovereignty but wished to leave
room for some compatibility between their claim
and the emerging idea of a mandate system.
They therefore opted for a request to be granted
free disposal over the territories that Belgium
was provisionally administering.

The fact that they continually referred to the nal
adm inistration (administration dé nitive ) of the
territories Belgium would receive as a mandatory
power is an example of their misperception or lack
of awareness of what was in the making. This conception did not seem to t with the idea of mandate ; certainly not with what would becom e Class
A m andates 73 (involving provisional recognition
of the territories as independent states), but nor
with those to be referred to as Class B (attributing
to the mandatory responsibility for the administration under certain conditions) or even Class C
(allowing, how ever, the mandatory to administer
the territories under its own laws and as portions of
its territory). Furthermore, when Louwers learned
in April 1919 that Belgium would receive a Class
B mandate over Urundi and Ruanda, he was still
thinking in terms of full sovereignty.

Given their limited capacity to in uence the
course of events as far as the emergence of the
mandate system was concerned, Belgian representatives remained discreet on the issue, noting
also that Belgium could actually bene t econom ically from the system, with an open-door principle being generalized to apply to all former
enemy possessions.

70.
no.
71.
72.
73.

To the Belgian representatives credit, it should be
noted that some ambiguity existed and remained
even after the mandates had been attributed and
of cially conferred to the mandatory powers by
the Suprem e Council and the League of Nations.
International lawyers struggled with sovereignty

P it t M an P ott e R , Origin of the Syste m of Mandates under the League of Nations , in Am erican Political Science Revi ew,
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Note from Louwers to M inister for Foreign A ffairs, 13 Decem ber 1920 (FPS FA , Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.4, no. 9589).
In Dec em ber 1919, Belgium was presente d with a draf t by Great Britain and had limited time to comment.
For formerly Ot toman territories in the Middle Eas t.

related issues and cam e to disagreement over
them 74 . Was sovereignty vested in the mandatory
state ? O r in the hands of the League of Nations,
as the m embers of the Permanent Mandates
Comm ission commonly thought, or in those of
the m ajor powers according to the Treaty of Versailles ? Was it transferred to the population of the
mandated territories ? O r was it shared or divided
between several of them ?

Whereas the Belgian delegates remained discreet
in Paris, those in Geneva who were in part the
same 75 rapidly stated before the Permanent Mandates Commission their government s understanding that Belgium did not have sovereignty over
the mandated territories 76 . It is not unlikely that
there was a link between this recognition and the
Belgian government s hopes that the Permanent
Mandates Commission would assist in solving the
Gisaka affair, a remaining bone of contention with
Great Britain.

When Orts and Milner agreed on a possible repartitioning of the German East African territories,
they divided them along the lines of the former
Eastern adm inistrative boundaries of Ruanda and
Urundi, with the follow ing exceptions : a strip on
the West bank of the Kagera river was rem oved
from Ruanda and Urundi lost a small area on its
north-eastern border. Milner insisted that this was
essential to ensuring the feasibility of the Cape to
Cairo railway line. When King Musinga came to
learn that the agreement had dispossessed him
of part of his territory, he refused to accept the
fact. Belgian of cials feared uprising and political
maneuvers which could go as far as a placement
of all parts of a reunited Ruanda under British
adm inistration. The Belgian government stepped

up diplom atic efforts to convince Great Britain to
accept a revision of the agreement. On the basis
of various reports it received and arguments put
forward by its Belgian member (Orts), the Permanent Mandates Commission was convinced that
a reuni cation of the Gisaka area with Ruanda
was desirable as it was in the interest of the local
population given the strong econom ic and ethnic
links. It transmitted the situation to the Council in
a report in September 1922, putting added pressure onto the British Government, which nally
accepted the transfer back in 192377 .

By not insisting on sovereignty over the mandated territories, thereby alluding to the fact
that Great Britain, among others, did not have it
either, Belgium placed itself in a better position
to convince all stakeholders of the well-founded
character of the reuni cation it was asking for.
The focus could be placed on the interest of the
local population, the progressive development
for which a goal was set by Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Nations.

The institution created by the adoption of this
provision further repelled the idea of the lawfulness of annexation, lling a gap created by the
ongoing vanishing of the right of conquest .
Although its adoption and scope of application
were undoubtedly context-speci c, the establishm ent of the mandate system helped move
forward on this track. However, as we have seen
with the Gisaka affair, this institution constituted
more than a mere com prom ise. It also introduced
another important elem ent : the notion that populations of the mandated territories were at different stages of development and that the mandatories should assist them in their progressive

74. For example : h en R i R oLin , La Pratique des M andats Internationaux , in Recuei l des cours de l’Académ ie de droit
internat ional de La Haye, no. 19, 1927 (IV), p. 608 -623 ; g iov an n i d ist efa n o , Article 22 , p. 896-907.
75. Including in part icular Hym ans (not anym ore as minister for foreign af fairs, however). Orts was for his par t s itting on
the Commission.
76. h en Ri R o Lin , La Pratique , p.614.
77. As for the Bugu province, the small part of Urundi that bec am e de tached as a res ult of the Or ts -Milner agree me nt,
the loc al im pact was considere d minimal ; it formed a compact entit y under a single chief and the authority that the k ing of
Urundi held ove r it was rather nominal. Rap port présenté par le Gouverneme nt b elge au Conseil de la Soci été des Nations au
sujet de l’administration du R uanda-Urundi p endant l’année 1922, p. 6 (FPS FA, Diplomatic Archives, A F 1.5, unindexed).

Sultan Musinga, roi du Ruanda, © Musée royal de l’Armée et
d’Histoire militaire, no. inv. KLM-MRA : 201070289.

developm ent. This institution was as m uch as
could transpire in treaty-law from the developing
principle of national self-determination in relation to colonies and not yet self-governing territories that had ceased to be under the sovereignty
of a vanquished power. Far from enough for som e
proponents of a more dogmatic approach of the
principle, such as William Bullitt, who resigned
from the Am erican Commission to Negotiate
Peace in Paris after having read the Treaty of Versailles, it was acceptable to Woodrow Wilson, for
whom national self-determination was more a
creed than a program me or a policy 78 .

If similarities with the legal concept of m ilitary
occupation come to mind, such as the absence
of sovereignty of the administering state and the
temporary character of such administration 79 ,
this element of progressive development is radically different from the conservationist principle
that characterizes the law of occupation. Foreign
presence was not meant to remain neutral in the
mandate system .

Beyond the compromise reached in order to reconcile views within the short-lived framework of
the Paris Conference, the institution also indeed
aimed at impacting the life of the local populations in the long term. It implied a peculiar way
of looking at the relationship between the administering state and the population, with responsibilities for the latter incumbent on the former.
While not entirely new, it now becam e generalized over a series of territories and was accompanied by an international monitoring mechanism.
This could have remained pure rhetoric, were it
not for the hard work and perspicacity of the Permanent M andates Commission 80 , as demonstrated
in the case of the Gisaka affair.

78.
79.
and
80.
81.
82.

This progressive development element and the
dynamic towards the complete disappearance
of the right of conquest marked a rst move,
in international legal thinking at least, towards
a true recognition of the principle of self-determination and decolonization. Known as the
Decolonization Charta , Resolution 1514 (XV) of
the United Nations General Assembly, adopted on
14 December 1960, includes references to territories placed under the trusteeship system, a successor in many ways to the mandate system 81 . It also,
however, extends its scope to a much wider range
of not yet self-governing territories. In any event,
several decades after its adoption, Article 22 of
the Covenant of the League of Nations came to
be considered retrospectively as one of the fundamentals of the right to decolonization82 .

The impact of the German East Africa campaign
on the fate of Ruanda and Urundi, and less
directly that of the Congo itself, should not be
underestimated. In terms of social development
in the territories concerned, if nothing was to be
expected during the time of occupation, it must
be acknowledged that Belgian administration during the mandate (and later trusteeship)
period failed to produce social stability and ethnic harmony. The invasion and occupation of
Ruanda and Urundi however put them on the
list of future League of Nations mandates and
thereby on the track to independence. As for the
Congo, and if impact in terms of social stability
was missing there as well, the contagion effect
of its small neighbours status and the bene t
gained from correlated evolution in mentalities
was not negligible.

tRyg v e th Ron tv ei t, The Fable…, p. 445 ; a LL en L ync h , Woodrow W ilson , p. 427.
The end m arker being of course of a different nature : treat y provisions possibly validat ing a transfer, in one res pec t,
indepe nde nce in another.
g iov an n i d ist efa n o , Article 22 , p. 978.
Id em , p. 979.
Pat Ric k d ai LL eR , M ath ia s f o Rtea u, a Lain P eLL et , Droit international p ublic, Paris, 20 09 (8 th e dition), p. 742.

The conservationist role played by the law of military occupation along with the innovation that
characterized the mandate system constituted
a pivotal step on the path to the complete disappearance of the right of conquest . The level
of actual impact that Belgium had throughout
the process appeared to have been decreasing,
from active participation in decision taking at the
beginning of the German East Africa campaign to
marginal sway in matters of mandate attribution
and de nition. Overall, the evolution seemed to
have been one more undergone by Belgium than
one which it in uenced. Able, to some extent, to
share views and voice concerns, but unable to
resist the momentum, it attempted to understand
the changes underway, and to act and adapt in its
best interest within the emerging parameters.

German East Africa never was a priority on the
main stakeholders agenda, including France and
the United States, but also Great Britain, Belgium
and Germany themselves. Events related to its
destiny during and shortly after the war nevertheless participated, through the tensions they originated or let surface, in the em ergence of new legal
interpretation, notions and principles. These crystalized and found expression in the framework
of post-war negotiations, in an attempt to resorb
mainly the contradictions between colonialist

views and ideas on self-determination pushed forward by a powerful stakeholder. They framed the
discourse of Belgium and other powers, including
France and Great Britain.

The point of balance found at that time rested on
the positions of colonial powers reluctant to abandon too easily wartime acquisitions and that of
President Wilson, who was dedicated to the principle of self-determination but convinced this one
could not be applied in an absolute or dogm atic
way. As it was observed, Wilson admitted indeed
that considerations of national self-determination might in speci c instances have to give way
to compelling questions of security, diplomacy
and economics 8 3 . The equilibrium found in Paris
made it therefore still possible for colonial powers
to mask expansionist intentions with an altruistic
discourse, to play with selected African voices and
ignore others which, although few, were available,
and to advance parts of their colonialist agenda 84 .

In any event, the em ergence of this new set of
notions and principles constituted a notable landmark. It provided a new toolbox to be used in
attempts to absorb future tensions and acted as a
marker susceptible to movement towards a new
point of balance. Its importance for future developm ents should be duly acknowledged.
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